
GoView Binoculars ZOOMR
8x26, Ruby Red
251775

With its durable and lightweight magnesium body, the
GOVIEW® ZOOMR™ 8x26 is designed specifically for
your outdoor and travel adventures where brilliant image
quality is essential. With its zoom factor, you can bring
the most incredible subjects 8x magnified close to you.
But with the large field of view, you won't lose sight of
your subject even when you're on the move.

Your compact travel buddy
With its durable and lightweight magnesium body, the GOVIEW® ZOOMR™ 8x26 is designed specifically for your
outdoor and travel adventures where brilliant image quality is essential. With its zoom factor, you can bring the most
incredible subjects 8x magnified close to you. But with the large field of view, you won't lose sight of your subject even
when you're on the move.

And to make sure your GOVIEW® ZOOMR™ 8x26 always catches your eye, you can choose from five modern colors.

Discover the unique details of your world with style and innovation
Inspired by the demands of professionals, GOVIEW® ZOOMR™ binoculars and monoculars come with an elegant
design and many technical refinements for your use in nature, travel, sports or daily life.

To provide you with a new optical experience, the GOVIEW® ZOOMR™ series combines many years of technological
know-how with a modern and colorful design language, under which many highquality details are hidden: the
binoculars and monoculars are protected against water and fogging by a nitrogen filling and are particularly compact,
durable and robust thanks to their magnesium or glass-fiber reinforced plastic housing - without weighing much.

The complete optics are optimized for a maximum field of view and all lenses are multi-coated. In addition, the
innovative design guarantees maximum ergonomics, so that you have a firm grip on your binoculars on all adventures
- and if you don't have a hand free, the high-quality carrying strap ensures that you always have them at hand.

If you wear glasses, you can easily adjust the binoculars and monoculars of the GOVIEW® ZOOMR™ series to your
needs with the extendable eyecups - alternatively, you can of course adjust your eyesight with the aluminum diopter
adjustment. In addition, each pair of binoculars and monoculars comes with
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a wide range of accessories: a high-quality carrying case, protective caps, a cleaning cloth, our PORTR™ carrying
strap and the universal CLOSR™ smartphone adapter, to share your impressions online.

Now it's your turn, discover the GOVIEW® product world and experience your life with different eyes

Specs

Product Attributes

Optical Parameters

Magnification: 8x

Objective lens diameter: 26

Eyepiece and objective coating: Fully Multi Coated

Prism: K9

Pupil distance: 56-72

Field of view (degree): 6.8

Field of view (meter): 120

Exit pupil: 3.25

Eye relief: 16

Features

Rotating eyecups: true

Filling: Nitrogen

Material: Magnesium

Durability

IP classification: IPX5

Operation temperature: -10° C to +65° C

Dimensions and Weight

Product height: 3.8

Product width: 11.7

Product length: 11.7

Product weight: 0.348

EAN: 4260527415916

Manufacturer number: GB1004 

Product weight: 0.0 kilograms
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